
Opti-V® is the redefinition of the electric fireplace, expanding the 
realm of possibilities where traditional wood or gas flame installations 
are not possible. Design without limitations to create a flame feature 
that completes your perfect room. Available in two sizes, the Opti-V 
Single and Double transform even the most sophisticated of rooms  
into positively stunning spaces guaranteed to impress and inspire. 

O P T I - V ®

High definition video and a three-dimensional 
illusion creates dazzling flames that flicker 
between the logs.  

Enjoy a more complete sensory experience 
with the sound of natural wood fire. 

Designed with the sole purpose of providing  
a stunning visual flame feature.

The most sustainable fireplace option; with no 
emissions.

Uses less than 100 watts for incredibly low-
cost operation.

THE MOST REAL IST IC ELECTRIC FLAME

realflame.com.au



TECHNICAL SPECIF ICATIONS

OPTI-V ®

VIS IT  WWW.REALFL AME.COM.AU FOR MORE TECHNICAL  INFORMATION. 

WARRANT Y

Firebox : 15 Years Components: 2 years

VEKTOR_20

Opti-V® Single

Opti-V® Double

FEATURES
Opti-V Flame Effect
High definition video and a three-dimensional illusion 
creates dazzling flames that flicker between the logs.  

Sight and Sound Remote 
Control the flames and crackling sound effects at the 
touch of a button.

Crackling Sound Effects
Enjoy a more complete sensory experience with the 
sound of natural wood fire. 

Heat-free Operation
Designed with the sole purpose of providing  
a stunning visual flame feature.

Customization Made Easy
Fully serviceable from the front, Opti-V lends itself to 
even the most creative of built-in designs and trims.

Cool-touch Glass
Glass remains cool making it safe for children and 
pets in any location.

All-season Flames
Enjoy the unique charm of a fireplace 365 days a 
year using the flames without the heat.

Ultra-energy Efficient
Uses less than 100 watts for incredibly low-cost 
operation.

Zero emissions
The most sustainable fireplace option; with no 
emissions. 

Frame, Wire and Finish
Basic installation requires fewer tradespeople, no gas 
lines, venting or chimney.

Perfect for Commercial
Ideal for public spaces in commercial installations; 
meets the strictest building codes.

LED Lighting
Flame and lights use brilliant, low-energy LED's that 
require zero maintenance.

PGF20 
1380 mm x 450 mm x 353 mm

PGF10 
760 mm x 450 mm x 353 mm


